Ideas for Christmas Cards Made With Products from the
Christmas Whimsy Card Kit by Stampin’ Up!
Card Designs by Robin Messenheimer, November 2021
Three Christmas Trees Card
 Card base: 8-1/2” x 5-1/2”, folded to make a tent card Basic
White.
 Base Layer: Printed paper 4-1/4” x 5-1/2”. From Tidings of
Christmas Designer Series Paper set.
 Stamp Stars on printed paper using Night of Navy Ink.
 Navy Cardstock 4-1/4” x 5-1/2”; cut to make “hill” and punched
to make 3 Trees with the Pine Tree Punch.
 Attach 8” length of trim behind label as in kit.
 Add sentiment to inside of card.
 Label, star and sentiment stamps, ink, gold star, Dimensionals and
trim are from kit.
Tower of Gifts Card
 Card base: 5-1/2” x 8-1/4” folded at left. Night of Navy.
 Stamp snowflakes on card base using Night of Navy Ink.
 Three rectangles to make gifts:
2-1/4” x 1-1/2”
1-3/4” x 1-1/2”
1-1/4” x 1-1/2”
 The 1-1/2” side is the height. Wrap pieces of trim around the
rectangles vertically and horizontally and tape in back. Adhere to
card base using mini glue dots in each corner and in the center.
 Insert trim in hole in label and tie a bow. Adhere the label to the
card base with Dimensionals.
 Add sentiment to inside of card.
 Label, snowflake and sentiment stamps, ink, trim, and sequin
snowflake are from kit.
Snowflake Card
 Card base: 8-1/2” x 5-1/2”, folded to make a tent card. Night of
Navy.
 Large Snowflakes from “Wonderful Snowflakes” embellishment
set. Adhere with Mini Glue Dot in the center. Use a toothpick to
hold a tiny amount of Multipurpose Liquid Glue and apply to tips
of snowflake.
 Label can be from kit, but in this case is punched using the
Double Oval Snowflake Punch.
 Add Rhinestone Basic Jewels to snowflake centers and to base.
 Add sentiment to inside of card.
 Sentiments and ink are from the kit.

